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HATONN

TODAY’S WATCH<
Dharma, Hatonn present in the
Light of Radiance. As we communed in the small hours of your
morning, there was intent and not
simply to keep you awake from
4:00 A.M. As your nation moves
ever closer to a conflict which can
cause damage beyond your wildest
imaginings, I must speak out again-about that which is hidden and yet
boils in final conclusion of an epic
adventure.
You who have already forgotten
past Journals might well go back
and review them--especially those
which regard Russia’s intent.
Russia now tosses the term “Peace”
about as if there was never a disagreement between you and them.
Not so, precious world citizens,
not so.
In “communistic” language, “peace” means the absence
of
resistance
against
any
“communism”.
With the seemingly absence now, of the so-called
“cold-war”, you are under the
impression there is no war between
you and Russia--NOT SO! They
have you exactly where they want
ou--like dutiful lambs in the
z olding pen.
Where is Russian argument these
pweyet~~u&~d;~
p&y
$;
you actually believe that if Russia
and you were still in that “coldwar” that you would be taking the
same stance you blindly take this
day??? Would you not be facing
the big guns of the Soviet Union in
open nose-to-nose,
weapon-forweapon to bring this conflict to an

instant stop? No, they are silently
supplying your enemy so that they
don’t have to finish the plan that
they are working to perfection.
How can you know that this is
Because of the training
true?
foisted off on the communists and
the lan to completely control the
min Bs and actions--without necessity of active involvement in actual
war--of the free world nations,
most especially the Americans.
By the way, chelas, your government again lies to you this morning
in counting af unemployed citizens. They tell you the unemployed picture is not as grim as
expected and all will be well--but,
the 8,000 layoffs from Citycorp
and 2 1,000 employees from Sears
and, and, and--goes into effect
NOW. Do you realize that this is
more people out of work in just
these two instances, in the smaller
towns across Amerrca. Worse. as
the disasters come upon you one
after another--there is no backup
disaster funding remaining in the
Federal budget nor in the State
budgets of most states. Insurance
companies are in deep yogurt already and (listen to the non-news)
are not paying off the waiting insured along your Ohio River, etc.
These ones sit without jobs, destroyed homes and no money. And
still, the government continues the
distraction of a war in the Middle
East with no help available for you
back home. The continued game
of “cock of the walk” is totally obscene!
Dharma, we shall simply have to
begin writing on an additional
Journal and pick up volume two of
Pleiades Connections as we can do
so. Quirks and quarks will still be
.
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around long after humanity is gone
so we must take action where action is mandatory in priority.
Why NOW? Because the Russians
have gone quiet and that is &a&y.
You ones do not understand the
workings of the communistic direct
path to world domination and you
must.
other
Wherein
reference
of
commentators on this subject have
utilized the word “Christianity”, I
shall instead use the term GOD or
Godly. This is because your nation was NOT founded on
it was founded

on

Of course I realize that you ones
aloofly shout at me that the terms
are synonymous--but
they are
NOT. The very superior tone of
the statement detracts from the
point in question.
,
RUSSIAN TEXTBOOK ON
MIND CONTROL
There is a small booklet making its
feeble way into the trash heaps and
stolen by the communists to maintain secrecy. It is all but impossible to come u on the document
but, interesting y enough, Oberli
and Dharma have had a copy of the
document since 1985-having received it from Gil Boyne--who also
has a publishing company (which
shall remain unnamed in this
particular writing).
There is another copy now on its
way into the desktop entropy of my
scribe from one of the most daring
authors of your day--Lt. Col. Cordon “Jack” Mohr. I prefer to uti-

lize the material immediate1 for
every da ‘s delay is now cost 7y indeed. Ir you cannot see the facts
of your conflicts then ou have no
notion as to where an d how to rebut. I would hope that we now
have enough readers to listen up.
What ou are about to read is simpl a &nglish language paraphrase
o P a Red Communist
used both in Russia and extensively
in America to train Communist
agents in the art of deceivin noncommunists with words an% false
precepts. I would say that it most
certainly has worked very well indeed.
This spells out methods which secret communists use to “alter the
loyalties” of citizens and then use
those citizens, especially
to take control of the nation.
It describes
these ingenious and effective methods of “mind-control”,
called
“psychiatry” and “psychology”,
which are romoted as forms of
“mental hea ing” . Needless to sa ,
the “Red Bears to the North” do
not want Godly Americans to know
these are false sciences by which
they gain control of the minds of
the people.
You are goin to rind that it is
even worse ta an presented unto
you for as we go along I shall be
speaking
of
Robotoids
of
DNA/RNA/Genetic
duplication.
To shock you a bit, what I am
about to present to you was first
brought forth by a very disenchanted communist and the man
was “taken out” and the books
“taken-up”. This was in 1950 and
the man was dead by the early
70’s. Attempts have been made,
since, to give warning to the
American people for the thrust is
directed, firstly, at the Americans-but you have denied it and turned
away from the truth as you would
from any and all truth that would
require appropriate actions. You
have watched as your country has
been consumed by the Elite and
Constitution
granting
1our
freedom” is totally rewritten and
destroyed.
You have heard of the “art” of
mind-control--I believe you call it
“brain“mental-adjustment”
or
washing”, etc. You perceive it to

only take place, however, with
soldiers in the midst of war and
especially as they are imprisoned
by their enemies. Not so--nothing
can compare to the slow intentional
usurpation of the minds of the citizenry of the world. Whole nations
have been captured b these socalled Communists wh0 are not
even trul “communistic” by definition. ih ey care not what you
call them--all the better if ou DO
minds of entire masses
of people and basically put them to
sleep whiIe programming the mind.
The objective is to gain control of
the media and thereb directly control the visions an(Y thou ht patterns, desires and morals o f the entire populace. I would say that that
has occurred and--funny thing
about that approach--it has been
accomplished
THROUGH THE
UTILIZATION OF THE ZIONISTS! You see, it is all the better
if you can cause your enem to destroy himself while you taEe control. Well, America and World,
you have not listened to the
decades of warnings and here you
are today--at Armageddon
and
denying that, also.
The same method of mind-control
used on you-the-Americans and
Europeans is THE IDENTICAL
PROCESS USED BY THOSE
RED CHINESE TO CAPTURE
THAT NATION OF 400 MILLION PEOPLE. Just as with any
other confrontation which must
have confrontation if it is to be reversed--the TRUTH MUST BE
LAID FORTH. You must come
into truth of how it is done. Zfyou
”
”

m“
The
word of truth is your weapon and
books are your tools--or, any other
way you can get the information
into self. Psychiatry and psychology, in this Instance of tampering
with your minds, are the two
weapons we will speak of herein.
Basically; I dQ not wish to limit
2
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this concept to a communistic a preach--it ACTUALLY is simp Ty
the Elite approach to world control
and domination--but you will tind
in every instance--it is what you
label
n maneuvers easily thrtz:
upon “allowing” and “forgiving”
indoctrinated “Christians”. Since,
however, the document in point
delineates “communism” then I
shall not make issue--for you must
learn to recognize
intent in
generalization and not pick at nits.
It is your very survival at stake and
you must come to recognize our
enemy for they indeed camou ET
age
themselves most effectively--usually behind the facade of being
“Christ-like”,
“democratic” and
The mark of the
“under God”.
beast himself. I suggest you readers get this information spread
about as rapidly as you can because
only TRUTH shall give you freedom and only that allowance will
bring your beloved families and
friends home.
The Master Teacher told His
followers, “The servant is not
greater than his lord. If they have
persecuted Me, which they did,
They have, and they are. He also
said, “In the world ye believers in
God shall have tribulation: but be
of good cheer; I have overcome the
world.” (By truth and knowledge
of immortality and by recognition
of MINE ENEMIES!)
IMPORTANT--SO LISTEN
UP. BECUVED LAMBS
The age is drawing to a close. The
“Red Bear to the North”--“Gag and
Magog” , is spewing forth its last
desperate item t to destroy the
Fiodlmess--through
concept

o
o
I can only ask that--as you read
along--you look around you at
America today and at the world today and SEE what is before you.
First I will print a speech made b
one, Laventia Beria, the Jewis i:
head of the Soviet Secret Police, as
#12

he confidently predicted the Communists would eventually “have
dominion over the minds and bodies of every important person” in
America and then would bring
about
speech was made in 1936. May
God have mercy upon you and
your Iands.
You who project your Bible in effort to thwart this Truth and discount and destroy these writers of
Truth--pa close attention to this:
”h e
:

chopolitics.
Psychopolitics is an important if
less known division of Geo-politics. It is less known because it
must necessarily deal with highly
educated personnel, the very top
strata of “mental healing”.
By ps chopolitics our chief goals
are ef rectively carried forward. To
produce a maximum of chaos in
the culture of the enemy is our first
most important step. Our fruits
are grown in chaos, distrust, economtc depression and sctentific
turmoil. At last a weary populace
can seek peace only in our offered
Communist State, at last only
Communism can resolve the problems of the masses.

.”

A psychopolitician must work hard
to produce the maximum chaos in
the fields of “mental healing”. He
must recruit and use all the agencies and facilities of “mental healing”. He must labor to increase
the personnel and facilities of
“mental healing” until at last the
entire field of mental science is entirely dominated by Communist
principles and desires.
”

I suggest that you pay close attention to this material as it is outlaid.

ADDRESS BY
LA-IA
This was presented in lecture to
hand-picked AMERICAN STUDENTS who were sent to Moscow
for indoctrination.
QUOTE: (Dharma, to conserve
space, do not indent quotes.)
American students at the Lenin
University, I welcome your attendance at these classes on Psy-

To achieve these goals the psychopolitician must crush every
“home-grown” variety of mental
healing in America. Actual teachings of James, Eddy and Pentecostal Bible faith healers amongst
your misguided people must be
swept aside. They must be discredited,
defamed,
arrested,
stamped upon even by their own
government until there is no credit
m them and only Communist-oriented “healing” remains.
You
must work until every teacher of
unknowingly
or
sychology
Enowingly teaches only Communist
doctrine
under the guise of
“psychology.”
You must labor
untrl every doctor and psychiatrist
is either a psychopolitician or an
unwitting assistant to our aims.
You must labor until we have
dominion over the minds and bodies of every important person in
your nation.
You must achieve
such disrepute for the state of insanity and such authority over its
pronouncement
that
not one
statesman so labeled could again be
given credence by his people. You
must work unttl sutcide arising
.
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from mental imbalance is common
and calls forth no general investigation or remark.
With the institutions for the insane
you have in your country prisons
which can hold a million persons
and can hold them without civilrights or an hope of freedom.
And upon tBese people can be
practiced shock and surgery so that
never again will they draw a sane
You must make these
breath.
treatments common and accepted.
And you must sweep aside any
treatment or an group of persons
seeking to treat il y effective means.
You must dominate as respected
men the fields of psychiatry and
You must dominate
psychology.
the hospitals and universities. You
must carry forward the myth that
only a European doctor is competent in the field of insanity and thus
excuse amongst you the high incidence of foreign birth and training.
If and when we seize Vienna you
shall have then a common ground
of meeting and can come and take
your instructions as worshippers of
Freud along with other psychiatrists.
Psychopolitics is a solemn charge.
With it you can erase our enemies
as insects.
You can cripple the
efficiency of leaders by striking
insanity into their families through
the use of drugs. You can wrpe
them away with testimony as to
their insanity. By our technologies
you can even brmg about insanity
itself when they seem too resistive.
You can change their loyalties by
psychopolitics. Given a short time
with a psychopolitician you can
alter forever the loyalty of a soldier in our hands or a statesman or
a leader in his own country, or you
can destroy his mind.
However, you labor under certain
dangers. It may happen that remedies for our “treatments” may be
It may occur that
discovered.
public hue aqd cry may arise
against “mental healing”. It may
thus occur that all mental healing
might be placed in the hands of
mmisters and be taken out of the
hands of our psychologists and
But the Capitalistic
psychiatrists.
thirst for control, Capitalistic inhumanity and a general public ter-

ror of insanity can be brought to
guard against these things.
But
should they occur, should independent researchers actually discover
means to undo psychopolitical procedures, you must not rest, you
must not eat or sleep, you must not
stint one tiniest bit of available
money to campaign against it, discredit it, strike it down and render
it void. For by an effective means
all our actions and researches could
be undone.
Our thrust must be
utilized in conjunction with those
of the mandates put forth by the
In a Capitalistic state you are aided
on all sides by the corruption of
the philosophy of man and the
times. You will discover that everything will aid you in your campaign to seize, control and use all
“mental healmg” to spread our
doctrine and rid us of our enemies
within their own borders--send out
your sons and daughters to fill the
rolls of physicians and lawyers,
business leaders and ut them into
the top positions o P the governments so that control will be total
but without early recognition by
the citizens.

the Aesopian language of Communism, “Peace” means all cessation
of hostility
Dharma, allow us a break now but
I ask that you only take a very
short respite for I want this out
“last week” unto our beloved
awakening brothers.

PSYCHOPOLITICS:

evolve totally devoted to the
aligning of loyalties and extracting
the obedience of individuals and
multitudes.
Thus we see that the psychopolitical procedures are a natural outgrowth of practices as old as man,
practices which are current in every group of men throughout the
world.

HISTORY

Gen. 2:7--“The Lord God formed
man of the dust (elements) of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul.” Keep this in
mind as we move along here for
one of the major thrusts of Psychopolitics is to cause you to believe you are but animals and cause
you to act as same.

a
a

QUOTE:
Those
Although punishment for its own
sake may not be entirely without
recompense, it is, nevertheless,
true that

control
niques
ward

of restraint
In that any ruler

Psychopolitics, in one form or another, have long been used in Russia, but the subject is all but unknown outside the borders of our
nation, save only where we have
carefully
transplanted
our information and where it is used for
the greater good of the nation.
The definition
follows:

of Psychopolitics

a
loyalties of individuals.,

Thank you.
END QUOTE
Note: Again I remind you that, in

The stupidity and narrowness of
nations not blessed with Russian
reasoning has caused them to rely
upon practices which are, today,
too ancient and out-moded for the
rapid and heroic pace of our time.
And in view of the tremendous advance of Russian Culture in the
field of mental technologies, begun
with the glorious work of Pavlov
and carried forward so ably by
later Russians, it would be strange
that an art and +science would not
4

fecting of

officers,

conquest of enemy

of Psychopolitics
The subjest
breaks down into several categories, each a natural and logical
proceeding from the last. Its first
subject is the constitution and
anatomy of Man, himself, as a political organism.
The next is an
examination of Man as an economic organism, as this might be

controlled by his desires. The next
is classification of State goals for
the individual and masses.
The
next is an examination of loyalties.
The next is the general subject of
obedience.
The next 1s the
anatomy of the stimulus-response
mechanisms of Man. The next is
the subjects of shock and endurance. The next is categories of
experience.
The next is the catalyzing and aligning of experience.
The next is the use of drugs. The
next is the use of implantation.
The next is the general application
of Psychopolitics within Russia.
The next IS the organization and
use of counter-Ps chopblitics. The
next is the use o r Psychopolitics in
the conquest of foreign nations.
The next is psychopolitical organizations outside Russia, their composition and activity. The next is
the creation of slave philosophy in
an hostile nation.
The next is
countering anti-psychopolitical activities abroad, and the final one,
the destiny of psychopolitical rule
in a scientific age. To this might
be added many subcategories, such
as the nullification of modern
weapons by psychopolitical activity.
The strength
and power
of
Psychopolitics cannot be overestimated, particularly when used in a
nation decayed by pseudo-intellectualism, where exploitation of the
masses combines readily with psychopolitical actions, and particularly where the greed of Capitalistic or Monarchial regimes has already brought about an overwhelming incidence of neurosis
which can be employed as the
groundwork
for psychopolitical
action and a psychopolltical corps.
It is part of your mission, student,
to prevent psychopolitical activity
to the detriment of the Russian
State, just as it
your mission to
carry forward in our nation and
outside it., if you are so assigned,
the misslons and goals of Psycho olitics.
No agent of Russia
cou Pd be even remotely effective
without a thorough grounding in
Psychopolitics and so you carry
forward with you a Russian trust to
use well what you are learning
here.

education, and work toward specific goals. We particularly and
specitically note that the individual
must be directed from without to
accomplish his exercise, education,
and work. He must be made to realize this, for only then can he be
made to function efficiently in the
role assigned to him.
Man is already a colonial aggregation of cells, and to consider him
an individual would be an error.
Colonies of cells have gathered together as one organ or another of
the body, and then these organs
have, themselves, gathered together to form the whole. Thus we
see that man, himself, is already a
political organism, even if we do
not consider a mass of men.
Like the “individual” man, the
State is a collection of aggregations. The political entities within
the State must, all of them, co-operate for the greater good of the
State lest the State itself fall asunder and die, for with the disaffection of any single distrust we
discover an example set for other
districts, and ,we discover, at
length, the entire State falling.
This is the danger of revolution.
Look at Earth. We see here one
entire organism. The organism of
Earth is an individual organism.
Earth has as its organs the various
races and nations of men. Where
one of these is permitted to remain
disaffected, Earth itself is threatened with death. The threatened
rebellion of one country, no matter
how small, against the total organism of Earth, would find Earth
sick, and the cultural state of man
to suffer in consequence.

about

the

good of
As the average individual is incapable, in an unformed and uncultured state, as witness the barbarians of the jungle, so must he
be trained into a co-ordination of
his organic functions by exercise,
.
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The constitution of Man lends itself easily and thoroughly to certain and positive regulation from
without of all of its function, including those of thinkingness, obedience, and loyalty, and these
things must be controlled if a
greater State is to ensue.
While it may seem desirable to the
surgeon to amputate one or another
limb or organ in order to save the
remainder, it must be pointed out
that this expediency is not entirely
possible of accomplishment where
one considers entire nations.
A
body deprived of organs can be observed to be lessened in its effectiveness. The world deprived of
the workers now enslaved by the
insane and nonsensical idiocies of
the Capitalists and Monarches of
Earth, would, if removed, ,create a
certam disability in the world-wide
State. Just as we see the victor
forced to rehabilitate the population of a conquered country at the
end of war, thus any effort to depopulate a disaffected portion of
the world might have some consequence. However, let us consider
the inroad of virus and bacteria
hostile to the organism, and we see
that unless we can conquer the
germ, the organ or organism which
it is attacking will, itself, suffer.
State we have certain
In an
indivi cyuals who operate in the role
of the virus and germ, and these,
attacking the population or any
the population,
WW-J within
produce, by their self-wdled greed.
#12

a sickness in the organ, which then
generally spreads to the whole.
The constitution of Man as an individual body, or the constitution of
a State or a portion of the State as
a political organism are analogous.

But in
the tie1 of conquest, in nations
less enlightened, where the Russian
State does not yet have power, it is
not as feasible to remove the entire
self-willed
individual.

If the animal man were permitted
to continue undisturbed by counterrevolutionary propaganda, if he
were left to work under the wellplanned management of the State,
we would discover little sickness
amongst Man, and we would discover no sickness in the State. But
where the individual is troubled by
conflicting propaganda, where he
is made the effect of revolutionary
activities, where he is permitted to
think thoughts critical of the State
itself, where he is permitted to
question of those in whose natural
charge he falls, we would discover
his constitution to suffer. So certain is this principle that when one
finds a sick individual, could one
search deeply enough, he would
discover a mis-aligned loyalty and
an interrupted obedience to the person’s group unit.

There are those who foolishly have
embarked upon some spiritual Alice-in-wonderland
voyage
into
what they call the “subconscious”
or the unconscious” mind, and
who,
under
guise
of
the
“psychotherapy” would seek to
make well the disaffection of body
organs, but it is to be noted that
their results are singularly lacking
in success. There is no strength in
such an a preach. When hypnotism was Plrst invented in Russia it
was observed that all that was necessary was to command the unresisting individual to be well in order, many times, to accomplish
that fact. The limitation of hypnotism was that many subjects were
not susceptible to its uses,. and thus
hypnotism has had to be improved
upon in order to increase the suggestibility
of individuals
who
would not otherwise be reached.
Thus, an nation has had the experience 0 tJ growing well again, as a
whole organism, when placing sufficient force in play against a disaffected group. Just as in hypnotism
any organ can be commanded into
greater loyalty and obedience, so
can an political group be command J in loyalty and obedience
should sufflclent force be emHowever, force often
ployed.
brings about destruction and it is
occasionally not feasible to use
broad mass force to accomplish the
ends in view. Thus, it is necessary
to align the individual against his
desire not to conform.

illnesses, mass-neuroses, tumults
and confusions of the Umted States
and other capitalist countries.
Here we find the worker improperly and incorrectly lo al, and thus
we find the worker irI. To save
him and establish him correctly
and properly upon his goal toward
a greater State, it is an overpowering necessity to make it possible
for him to grant his loyalties in a
correct direction. In that his loyalties are served and his obedience
cravenly demanded by persons antipathetlc to his general good, and
in that these persons are few, even
in a Capitalist nation, the goal and
direction
of Psychopohtics
is
clearly understood. To benefit the
worker in such a plight, it is necessary to eradicate, by general ro aganda, by other means, and LA
y is
own co-operation, and self-wdledIt is
ness of perverted leaders.
necessary, as well, to indoctrinate
the educated strata into the tenets
and principles of co-operation with
the environment, and thus to insure
to the worker less-warped leadership, less craven doctrine, and
more co-operation with the ideas
and ideals of the Communist State.
The technologies of Psychopolitics
are directed to this end.
MAN AS AN
ECOWNISM

”

Just as it is a recognized truth that
Man must conform to his environment, so it is a recognized truth,
and will become more so as the
years proceed, that even the body
of Man can be commanded into
health.
The constitution of Man renders itself peculiarly adapted to re-alignment of loyalties.
Where these
loyalties are indigestible to the
constitution of the individual itself,
such as loyalties to the ‘petit bourgeoisie, ’ the Capitalist, to antiRussian ideas, we find the individual body peculiarly susceptible
to sickness, and thus we can
clearly understand the epidemics,
.
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Man is subject to certain desires
and needs which are as natural to
his beingness as the are to that of
any other animal. itl an, however.

has the eculiarity of exaggerating
some o r these beyond the bounds
of reason. This is obvious through
the growth of leisure classes,
the
pseudo-intellectual
groups.,
’ petit bourgeoisie,’
Capttalism,
and other ills.
It has been said, with truth, that
one tenth of a man’s life is concerned with politics and nine-tenths
with economics. Without food, the
individual dies. Without clothing,
he freezes.
Without houses and
weapons, he is prey to the starving
wolves. The acquisition of sufficient items to answer these necessities of food, clothing, Land shelter,
in reason, IS the natural right of a
member of an enlightened State.
An excess of such items brin s
4
about unrest and disquiet.
presence of luxur items and matee
rials, and the arti iftcial creation and
whettin of appetites, as in Capitalist af vertising, are certain to accentuate the less-desirable characteristics of Man.
The individual is an economic
organism, in that he requires a
certain amount of food, a certain
amount of water, and must hold
within himself a certain amount of
heat in order to live. When he has
more food than he can eat, more
clothing than he needs to protect
him, he then enters upon a certain
idleness which dulls his wits and
awareness, and makes him prey to
difficulties which, in a less toxic
state, he would have foreseen and
avoided.
Thus, we have a glut
being a menace to the individual.
It is no less different in a group.
Where the group acquires too
much, its awareness of its own
fellows and of the environment is
accordingly reduced, and the effectiveness the group in general is
lost.
The maintaining of balance between gluttony and need is the
province of Economics proper, and
is the fit sub’ect and concern of the
Communist 4 tate.
a

Most of the self-willed
characteristics of the Capitalists

come entirely from greed. He exploits the worker far beyond any
necessity on his own part, as a
Capitalist, to need.
In a nation where economic balances are not controlled, the appetite of the individual IS unduly
whetted by enchanting and fanciful
persuasions to desire, and a type of
Insanity ensues, where each individual is persuaded to possess
more than he can use, and to ossess it even at the expense o P his
fellows.

of glut of commodity and this
must
be counter-played
hope
against the actualit of privation
and the continuous th reat of loss of
all economic factors in case of
disloyalty to the State in order to
suppress the individual wills of the
masses.

,
a

There is, in economic balances, the
other side. Too. great and too long
gz;at;n cFhiitng about unhealthy
in themselves,
accum&ate if lef; action, more than
the individual can use. Poverty, itself, as carefully cultivated in Capitaltst States, can bring about an
imbalance of ac uisition. Just as a
vacuum will pul9 into it masses, in
a country where enforced privation
upon the masses is permitted, and
where desire is artificially whetted,
need turns to greed, and one easily
discovers in such states exploitation of the many for the benefit of
the few.
If one, by the technologies of Psychopolitics, were to dull this excessive greed in the few who possess
it, the worker would be freed to
seek a more natural balance.
Here we have two extremes. Either one of them are an insanity.
If we wish to create an insanity we
need only glut or deprive an individual at long length beyond the
ability to withstand and we have a
mental imbalance. A simple example of this is the alternation of
too low with too high pressures in
a chamber, an excellent psychopolitical procedure.
The rapidly
varied pressure brings about a
chaos wherein the individual will
cannot act and where other wills
then, perforce, assume control.

A
boom is as advantageous as a depression for our ends for during
prosperity our propaganda lines
must only continue to point up the
wealth the period is delivering to
the
to divorce their
control of the state.
a
a
a

The handling of economic propaganda is not properly the sphere of
psychopolitics
the
but
PSYchopolitician must understand economic measures and Communist
goals connected with them.
taxaaccept
a

a

1909

time
a

Essentially, in an entire country,
one must remove the greedy by
whatever means and must then create and continue a semi-privation
in the masses in order to command
and utterly control the nation.
A continuous hope for prosperity
must be indoctrmated in to the
masses with many dreams and vi.
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Such success as the
Income Tax law, had it been followed thoroughly,
could have
brought the United States and not
Russia into the world scene as the
first Communist nation.
But the
virility and good sense of the Russian peoples won.
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The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix
Ff5Phoenix
Express Vol’s I & II

a
a

Planted
a
ful persons the psychopolitical operator can also guide other olicies
to the betterment of our battPe.

a

a

The Phoenix Exnress Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
L
The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXCEPTING EX-PRESS) 10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6.75%
sales tax.
Add shipping, UPS
$3.25 and $1 .OOeach additional or
U.S. Mail $2.00 for first title and
$1 .OOeach additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.

cur.) The psychopolitical operator
plays a distinctly different role in
this drama.
The rich, the skilled in finance, the
well-informed in government are
particular and individual targets for
the ps chopolitician.
His is the
role o P takm off the board those
individuals wa o would halt or corrupt Communist economic programs. Thus every rich man, ever statesman, every person well
in !ormed and capable in government must have brought to his side
as a trusted confidant a psychopolitical operator.
The families of these persons are
often deranged from idleness and
glut and this fact must be played
upon, even created. The normal
health and wildness of a rich man’s
son must be twisted and perverted
and explained into neurosis and
then, assisted by a timely administratton of drugs or violence, turned
into criminality or insanity. This
brings at once some one in “mental
healmg” into confidential contact
with the family and from this point
on the very most must then be
made of that contact.
or
a

a

Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.

a

Dharma, close here, chela. I ask
that this segment go forth in conjunction with Number One writing
of this morning.
I do not want
more than the equivalent of one
Express shipped at a given time for
I ask that each portion be studied
prior to moving on to the next
segment. We wdl next take up the
subject of goals-&&e
goals
I move
to stand-by.
Hatonn to clear, please.
G eorgos C. Hatonn, Cmdr. UFFIJFC
*******

Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry ot The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plun8
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is $20 per I3 issues
(includin back issues for the period) or ff75 per 52 issues.
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 9358 1.
For credit card orders Telephone 1
800 729-4131.
Dear Friends:
We are very pleased to announce
that George Green, publ’ her of the
Phoenix Journals, will it e a guest
s eaker at the Global Sciences
8 onference that is being held in
Orlando, Florida on January 31
through February 3, 1991. George
will be speaking on the very latest
information from the extra-terrestrials concerning our nation and
planetar situation. There will be
a works iiop scheduled with George
where specific details will be carefully outlined.
All in attendance
will be both shocked and fascinated.
For details:
CALL
303/452-9300.
“The First Amendment gives freedom of mind the same securit as
freedom of conscience.”
- 5 .s.
323
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